Attendees: Chris Ault, Alma Khasawnih, June Kim, Rita King, Christopher Murphy, Nina Ringer, Stephen Tomkiel

1. Review of 3/6/24 Minutes
   ● Approved

2. Designation proposals for review:
   a. IDS 252 - Global (updated syllabus in proposal folder)
      ● Updated discussion questions and readings bring in more global voices, but unclear how engagement with texts is facilitated throughout the course
      ● CCC needs to see a proposed syllabus that fully incorporates all updates from the rationale document
      ● Voted to revise and resubmit
   b. PSY 357 - Gender
      ● Current syllabi includes both old and new CC learning outcomes
      ● Course seems to be centering white masculinity over other forms
      ● Insufficient incorporation of intersectionality
      ● CCC will circle back to the faculty member to better understand the goals of the course
3. Discussion of College Core Course Approval webpage.
   
a. Review of revised webpage

b. Role of Course Approval forms (old and new)
   
   ● Original approval form not necessary, modification form is submitted

c. Course approval form and department chair letter
   
   ● Chair approval indicated via course modification form